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Ulysses Final Archive (UFA) is a legacy archive hence any work is done on 
best effort basis

Most urgent action: upgrade hardware, DB, java version, OS  (Jan. 2019)

New data (e.g. KET) will be ingested afterwards (2019)

New AI: supply on-line documentation on how to use the command line

New AI: SAMP is implemented but a TAP server and python tool in SunPy
would be an asset

Cecil Tranquille, Ulysses expert, recently joined the Cluster SOC team

Main points



HAUS 02, AI-14 on ESDC, for the Ulysses COSPIN experiments, update all hyperlinks to instrument team 
pages.
Done, action closed

HAUS 02, AI-15 on N. Dresing/A. Masson, to follow up on the delivery of Ulysses KET and HET intensity files 
to ESDC.
B. Heber, PI on the KET instrument will eventually deliver a version of the KET files in intensities instead of 
rates. May take until the launch of Solar Orbiter. For HET, there is no response from the PI despite a contact 
by email in June 2018.

HAUS 02, AI-16 on N. Dresing/A. Masson, to check any data is missing from Ulysses HET for high resolution 
data (until 2004 173), prime resolution HET data provides yearly zip files until mid 2009, daily files
There is no response from the PI despite a contact by email in June 2018. 

HAUS 02, AI-17 on ESDC, for Ulysses DUST, Ingest V3.1 PDS3 DUST dataset available at the NASA PDS 
small bodies sub node
Ingestion of new data can only be done after the upgrade and migration of the Ulysses Final Archive 
hardware, DB, java version, OS (planned around Jan. 2019). New data (e.g. DUST) will be ingested 
afterwards on best effort basis.

HAUS 02, AI-18 on ESDC, to interact with the Ulysses FGM/VHM PI team for a possible delivery of a CDF ISTP 
compliant version of the files, together with a more logical dataset tree (all data from one instrument in one 
place) with unzipped files  labelled in clear consistent way, use 4-digit years in filenames, use of consistent 
time stamps in files.
A version in CDF is available at NASA/GSFC/SPDF. To be further investigated.

Action items on Ulysses



HAUS 02, AI-19 on ESDC, for the Ulysses GAS experiment, fix the broken link to the PI team at Max Planck 
MPS; ingest newest calibrated version dataset, recalibrated in 2013. 

Broken link fixed, ingestion of new data can only be done after the upgrade and 
migration of the Ulysses Final Archive hardware, DB, java version, OS (planned around 
Jan. 2019). New data (e.g. DUST) will be ingested afterwards on best effort basis.

HAUS 02, AI-20 on ESDC, for the Ulysses GRB experiment, to correct the data description (wrong labelling of 
the schematic view of the detectors); compile C and Fortran programs to generate the solar flares (prime 
resolution) and GRB datasets (high time resolution) in a readable format; ingest them in the UFA; Data 
visualization with meaningful time resolution. 
Data description has been corrected with proper labelling of the schematic view of the 
detectors. The rest of the actions are still pending, on best effort basis.

HAUS 02, AI-21 on ESDC, for the Ulysses GWE experiment, to investigate why no data is stored in the 
archive.
Not done. To be investigated by A. Masson with C. Tranquille.

HAUS 02, AI-22 on ESDC, for the Ulysses SWICS experiment, to make available the latest version of the 
latest calibration software (version 2.3), available on the Ulysses cosmos page. Detailed test of this software 
shall be performed. 
Not done. To be first tested by A. Masson with C. Tranquille (on best effort basis), before a 
possible ingestion into UFA.

Action items on Ulysses



HAUS 02, AI-23 on ESDC, for the Ulysses SWOOPS experiment, to interact with Bruce 
Goldstein and Anna Tenerani to ingest the following missing datasets in the UFA 
missing ion distributions: important to include (Bruce Goldstein)
updated ion moments: moments with anisotropy/drift at NASA, should be included 
electron distributions  (Bruce Goldstein)
full electron moments, including heat flux? (Goldstein and Anna Tenerani)
If possible: DSN +operational reports
spacecraft pointing for 3D distributions
Discuss with PI and NASA their conversion to CDF

A. Tenerani has been contacted and delivered new data collected, including 
three types of data per species (protons and alpha particles):
1) ancillary data and moments from the distribution function of each species
2) ancillary data and the distribution function (2-dimensional matrix)
3) ancillary data and the parameters of bi-maxwellian fits to distribution 
function

To be ingested on UFA.

Action items on Ulysses



“The HAUS group acknowledged the unique scientific value of the data available 
through the ESDC Ulysses Final Archive. It recommends to provide ASAP the 
ESDC heliophysics archives’ group enough manpower to maintain, ingest new 
(best calibrated) data and develop up-to-date command line tools/APIs.  These 
tools are key to support the scientific community not only to access the Ulysses 
data but also compare them with data collected by the PSP and upcoming Solar 
Orbiter missions.”

Proposed HAUS group recommendation


